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The role of auditory feedback in vocal production has mainly been investigated by altered auditory

feedback (AAF) in real time. In response, speakers compensate by shifting their speech output in

the opposite direction. Current theory suggests this is caused by a mismatch between expected and

observed feedback. A methodological issue is the difficulty to fully isolate the speaker’s hearing so

that only AAF is presented to their ears. As a result, participants may be presented with two

simultaneous signals. If this is true, an alternative explanation is that responses to AAF depend on

the contrast between the manipulated and the non-manipulated feedback. This hypothesis was

tested by varying the passive sound attenuation (PSA). Participants vocalized while auditory feed-

back was unexpectedly pitch shifted. The feedback was played through three pairs of headphones

with varying amounts of PSA. The participants’ responses were not affected by the different levels

of PSA. This suggests that across all three headphones, PSA is either good enough to make the

manipulated feedback dominant, or differences in PSA are too small to affect the contribution

of non-manipulated feedback. Overall, the results suggest that it is important to realize that

non-manipulated auditory feedback could affect responses to AAF.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An influential technique for investigating the interplay

between speech and auditory feedback is to alter auditory

feedback in real time so that speakers hear their productions

perturbed in various ways (e.g., in pitch or formants). The

dominant view in the field holds that speakers usually com-

pensate for feedback perturbations of pitch and formants

because they try to minimize the discrepancy between an

internal representation of the sensory speech target and the

perceived auditory feedback (Hain et al., 2000; Liu and

Larson, 2007). This view, however, ignores a methodologi-

cal issue associated with the altered auditory feedback

(AAF) technique: it is very difficult to completely rule out

that speakers still perceive their original, unperturbed feed-

back in addition to the manipulated signal. Thus, it is possi-

ble that speakers receive conflicting evidence of what they

are producing: their actual, unperturbed, auditory feedback,

and the AAF provided by the researchers. If so, an alterna-

tive explanation for compensation responses is that

compensatory responses depend on the conflict between two

simultaneous auditory feedback signals. The speaker, in the

assumption that the dominant, manipulated, feedback is self-

produced, tries to minimize the discrepancy between the

manipulated and original feedback, which leaks through the

headphones and is considered as an external reference in

this scenario. The current study aims to test this alternative

hypothesis.

Speakers receive both somatosensory as well as auditory

feedback during speech production. Auditory feedback is

composed of both air-conducted and bone-conducted feed-

back. While it is important to acknowledge the contribution

of somatosensory feedback and bone-conducted auditory

feedback during speech production, the current study focuses

explicitly on air-conducted auditory feedback. The study and

manipulation of (air-conducted) auditory feedback through

AAF has strongly advanced the field of speech motor con-

trol. Studies using this technique have led to several theoreti-

cal frameworks for speech motor control (Guenther, 2016;

Houde and Nagarajan, 2011). In experiments that make use

of AAF, participants are instructed to speak, while their

speech is being recorded with a microphone and played backa)Electronic mail: matthias.franken@ugent.be
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to them, near-simultaneously, through headphones. The

experimenters take control of the auditory feedback by

manipulating it in real time, creating a discrepancy between

speech intent and the observed auditory signal. The type of

manipulations that have been applied include shifting the

pitch (Burnett et al., 1998; Elman, 1981), formant values

(Houde and Jordan, 1998; Purcell and Munhall, 2006), or

fricative noise (Casserly, 2011; Shiller et al., 2009) of the

speech signal.

Most of these studies use one of two common para-

digms. The first paradigm (“adaptation”) focuses on how

speech production is affected after being exposed to AAF

that is consistently altered in a specific manner. For example,

when the value of the first formant (F1) in the auditory feed-

back was gradually shifted upward over the course of an

experiment, speakers responded by shifting the F1 in their

speech in the opposite way (i.e., downward), and vice versa

(Houde and Jordan, 1998; Jones and Munhall, 2000; Purcell

and Munhall, 2006). These studies suggest that over time,

speakers adapted to consistently AAF by changing their

feedforward speech motor commands (Franken et al., 2019).

The second paradigm (“compensation”) is aimed at investi-

gating how speakers respond to brief, unexpected changes in

auditory feedback during speech production. The present

study makes use of this second AAF paradigm in order to

investigate the effect of passive sound attenuation (PSA) on

immediate responses to unexpected auditory feedback. This

also allows us to investigate responses to feedback perturba-

tions of different magnitudes and directions. This is in con-

trast with the earlier study by Mitsuya and Purcell (2016),

where the adaptation paradigm was used to investigate adap-

tation to formant manipulations with either insert earphones

or circumaural headphones. While the authors concluded

that the headphone type did not affect the adaptation results,

it is possible that headphone types will affect immediate

responses. This is viable since some recent studies have

argued that compensation and adaptation are, in fact, distinct

processes (Franken et al., 2019; Parrell et al., 2017).

In the compensation paradigm, speakers usually compen-

sate for the altered feedback by shifting their speech produc-

tion in the opposite direction (Burnett et al., 1998; Hain et al.,
2000). For example, when pitch in the auditory feedback was

shifted up, participants responded by lowering their pitch, or

vice versa. Interestingly, sometimes speakers may also follow

the feedback by changing their speech in the same direction as

the feedback manipulation (Behroozmand et al., 2012;

Franken et al., 2018a; Patel et al., 2014). Currently, it is

unclear what causes following responses, but multiple factors

may play a role. Some authors have suggested that following

responses indicate that the feedback manipulation is not con-

sidered to be self-generated but treated as an external referent,

similar to a singer trying to match the pitch of, for example, an

accompanying piano (Hain et al., 2000; Patel et al., 2014).

Others have suggested following responses might have to do

with the velocity of the pitch shift (Guenther, 2016). A recent

study has shown that the current state of the speech system

(i.e., ongoing pitch fluctuations) may affect whether a speaker

opposes or follows a pitch shift (Franken et al., 2018a). The

neural correlates of following responses are poorly understood,

but recent studies claim that different neural mechanisms may

underlie following and opposing responses (Franken et al.,
2018b; Li et al., 2013).

A methodological issue with AAF is that it is very diffi-

cult to fully isolate the speaker’s hearing so that only the

altered feedback is presented to their ears. Many research

groups make use of commercial headphones (see Table I for

a few examples) and these vary in how much passive sound

isolation they offer. As a result, the speaker may be pre-

sented with two simultaneous auditory feedback signals: (a)

what they are actually uttering (the original speech signal),

and (b) what is relayed through the headphones (the manipu-

lated signal). While two simultaneous auditory signals can

be perceived as a single blended signal (Alain, 2007), small

discrepancies, for example, in pitch, may lead to a perception

of two separate signals. For instance, perception of two

simultaneous vowels is aided by small pitch differences

between the two vowels (Darwin, 1997; Darwin et al., 2003).

Therefore, with low PSA, the speaker could receive two

conflicting sets of evidence about what they are saying. Most

studies increase the volume or add noise to the manipulated

signal to make it dominant over the original signal. However,

it is very difficult to completely rule out that participants still

hear their original speech output. As the presence of the origi-

nal speech signal is often ignored, it is unclear how its poten-

tial interaction with the manipulated signal may have

affected the results in many of these studies.

The present study aims at investigating the impact of

sound attenuation observed in typical headphones used in

AAF experiments. Note that while we acknowledge that

sound attenuation has no impact on the contribution of bone-

conducted auditory feedback, it will affect the level of air-

conducted auditory feedback leaking through the head-

phones and, thus, the overall level of non-manipulated audi-

tory feedback. We first established the PSA offered by a

number of different headphones (experiment 1), and then

carried out an AAF experiment (experiment 2). This allowed

TABLE I. Overview of different headphones used in published perturbation studies.

Headphones Type Attenuation Example studies

AKG boomset (K 270 H/C, Vienna, Austria) Circumaural NA Hain et al. (2000); Liu et al. (2010b)

Etymotic Research ER Insert earphones >30 dB Cai et al. (2010); Behroozmand et al. (2012)

Sennheiser HD 280 Pro Circumaural up to 32 dB Franken et al. (2018a); Keough and Jones (2009)

BeyerDynamic DT 770 Pro Circumaural 18 dBA Schuerman et al. (2017)

Stax SR001-MK2 Insert earphones NA Lametti et al. (2012); Lametti et al. (2014)

Koss ESP950 Circumaural NA Flagmeier et al. (2014); Behroozmand et al. (2015)
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us to evaluate the effect of varying sound attenuation degree

of different headphones on the response to unexpectedly

AAF. Specifically, we aim to answer two questions: (1) Will

PSA affect the magnitude of the compensatory response, and

(2) will PSA affect the likelihood of opposing responses?

The dominant view in the literature is reflected in mod-

els that suggest that compensatory responses to altered feed-

back arise in order to minimize the discrepancy between the

intended speech target and the observed feedback signal

(Guenther, 2016; Hain et al., 2000; Houde and Nagarajan,

2011). If both the manipulated and the original feedback sig-

nals are present, increased PSA would make the manipulated

signal more dominant compared to the original feedback,

and thus make the discrepancy between intended pitch and

manipulated pitch more salient. Therefore, based on the

dominant theoretical framework, we would expect that

increased sound attenuation leads to stronger or more com-

pensatory responses.

Alternatively, compensation could depend on the

speaker hearing not only the perturbed feedback, but also the

(non-perturbed) normal feedback leaking through the head-

phones. In other words, instead of an internal pitch target as

the referent, the non-manipulated auditory signal is consid-

ered the referent, as it is the louder of the two auditory feed-

back signals. Compensatory behaviour could therefore be a

consequence of the perceived mismatch between the two

conflicting auditory signals that the speaker receives. This

hypothesis assumes that speakers consider the manipulated

feedback as self-produced, and thus try to minimize the mis-

match by bringing this signal closer to the original (“actual”)

feedback that leaks through the headphones. This would sug-

gest that the intended speech target (or an internal forward

model prediction) plays a smaller role than often assumed, in

line with views that speech production targets are less well

defined than most models hypothesize, as it has been pro-

posed for semantic aspects of language production by infer-

ential models (Lind et al., 2014). Note that we do not claim

that speakers should be consciously aware of the presence of

two simultaneous auditory signals. Previous studies have

shown that responses to pitch-shifted feedback occur auto-

matically, even when instructed not to (Hain et al., 2000). If

this alternative hypothesis is true, increased PSA should lead

to smaller compensations because this would decrease the

saliency of the conflict between the two auditory signals.

With increased sound attenuation, there would be less sound

leaking through the headphones, and hence the original, non-

manipulated feedback would be less salient, thereby reduc-

ing the conflict between two simultaneous feedback signals.

Recent studies have shown that participants sometimes

follow and sometimes oppose pitch-shifted feedback

(Behroozmand et al., 2012; Franken et al., 2018a). The alterna-

tive hypothesis proposed here also provides a more straightfor-

ward account for the presence of both opposing and following

responses: If two simultaneous signals are perceived, the

response direction may depend on which of the two signals is

considered by the participant as under their control. To test this

hypothesis, we ask whether the proportion of opposing

responses might be affected by sound attenuation. While dif-

ferent explanations have been offered to explain following

responses, an explanation based on source monitoring of the

auditory input as presented here is similar to the account by

Hain et al. (2000), who suggest that following might be appro-

priate when the speaker considers the incoming auditory signal

as externally generated, instead of being self-produced (Patel

et al., 2014). If this is the case, low PSA and thus the presence

of two simultaneous auditory signals could lower the probabil-

ity that the participant will consider the manipulated feedback

signal as self-produced, and therefore increase the likelihood

of a following rather than an opposing response. Accordingly,

this view would predict that increased sound attenuation would

lead to a higher proportion of opposing responses.

A recent study investigated a related but different ques-

tion (Mitsuya and Purcell, 2016). In order to investigate the

role of the occlusion effect, the authors compared insert

earphones with circumaural headphones in an adaptation para-

digm, and found no effect of headphones on F1 adaptation. In

other words, adaptation over time to a consistent manipulation

of F1 was not affected by the type of headphones. There is

evidence, however, for the hypothesis that longer-term adapta-

tion and immediate compensation to unexpected feedback

perturbations may be supported by two different mechanisms

(Franken et al., 2019; Parrell et al., 2017). If that hypothesis is

correct, the type of headphones could affect these processes in

different ways. The current study will focus on real-time com-

pensation responses to unexpected feedback perturbations. In

addition, the earlier study compared two headphones in order

to examine the role of the occlusion effect. Although it is

likely that the headphones used also differed in sound attenua-

tion, the current study will look at the effect of sound attenua-

tion specifically in a pitch-shift compensation paradigm.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: HEADPHONES MEASUREMENTS

In experiment 1, we investigated the PSA of one set of

hearing protection ear muffs and seven pairs of headphones.

The goal was to have a comparable measure of PSA for each

pair of headphones in order to be able to investigate its effect

on responses to AAF in experiment 2. Although headphone

manufacturers provide sound attenuation measures, it is

unclear what method different manufacturers use and, thus,

how these numbers could be compared across headphones.

In addition, we measured each headphones’ frequency

response to make sure differences between the headphones’

frequency responses were not a contributing factor to the

behavioural differences in experiment 2.

A. Methods

1. Headphones

Four pairs of commercially available headphones were

selected as well as one pair of hearing protection ear muffs. The

headphones were chosen as they were all designed to have high

sound attenuation and reflect the range of headphones com-

monly used for speech manipulation research. The headphones

included three closed-back circumaural headphones, designed to

have high PSA, as well as the ER-3C insert earphones

(Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL), designed for

research. The headphones are listed in Table II along with the
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average attenuation magnitude as specified by the manufacturer.

Many of the headphones selected have been used in AAF stud-

ies (see also Table I).

In addition to the commercially available headphones,

we custom-built headphones by placing the loudspeakers

(including their plastic casings) of Sennheiser HD 280 Pro

headphones (Wedemark, Germany) into Peltor 3 M X5A

hearing protection ear muffs1 (3M, Maplewood, MN, see

supplemental material2). Since these custom-built headsets

are not standardized, we built three copies of the same

design in order to see how they compare to each other. We

included the hearing protection ear muffs in our attenuation

measurements to check how the construction of the custom-

built headphones affected the PSA of the ear muffs. The

custom-built headphones were created in order to maximize

sound attenuation with circumaural headphones. While

insert earphones could lead to better sound attenuation still,

circumaural headphones avoid an occlusion effect (Mitsuya

and Purcell, 2016) and are easier to use.

2. Equipment

For this study we used a Head And Torso Simulator

(HATS) type 4128-C (Br€uel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark)

placed in a near-anechoic chamber (only the floor is not

anechoic). The HATS is a model of a head and torso designed

for in situ electroacoustic tests. It has models for the human

pinnae. However, in the current study the pinnae models were

not used as they might interact with some of the circumaural

headphones [except for the measurements of the Etymotic

Research ER-3C insert earphones (Elk Grove Village, IL),

where the pinnae were used]. The HATS contains ear simula-

tors with 1/2 in. microphones, which allow the researcher to

record the sound reaching the ears. For the attenuation mea-

surements, acoustic stimuli were played from a single ADAM

S1X Active Studio Monitor (Berlin, Germany) placed at 1.5 m

in front of the HATS. At about 2.5 cm in front of the mouth of

the HATS, a reference microphone (1/2 in. preprolarized free-

field microphone, Bruel and Kjaer type 4189, Nærum,

Denmark) was placed. Microphones and speakers were con-

nected to a Bruel and Kjaer Input/Output Module (type 3109).

3. Sound materials

For the measurements of PSA, a white noise stimulus

was created using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2017). In

addition, for the frequency response measurements we cre-

ated stimuli with a male and female speech-weighted speech

spectrum by taking the male-weighted and female-weighted

speech-modulated noises from the ICRA project (Dreschler

et al., 2001) and randomly shifting the phases in MATLAB

(R2016b, MathWorks, Natick, MA). All stimuli had a dura-

tion of at least 25 s.

4. Procedure

In order to measure PSA, each pair of headphones was

placed on the HATS, while white noise was played at 80 dB

sound pressure level (SPL) through the studio monitor (mea-

sured at the reference microphone in front of the HATS

mouth). PULSE LabShop (Bruel and Kjaer, v. 15.1.0,

Nærum, Denmark) was used to control stimulus playback

and record signals from the in-ear microphones as well as

from the reference microphone in front of the HATS mouth.

Every measurement with the headphones was carried out

twice, and the headphones were repositioned in between

measurements to check for accuracy. The signals were trans-

formed to power spectra (in Pa2) with 1/3 octave filter bands

by averaging over a 20 s time window. Before every mea-

surement with headphones, a measurement was carried out

without headphones to serve as a baseline measurement. The

reference microphone in front of the HATS mouth was used

to control the stimulus volume across measurements online.

In addition, an offline analysis confirmed that the reference

signal was not affected by the presence or absence of head-

phones on the HATS.

For the measurements of the frequency responses of the

headphones, acoustic stimuli were played through each pair

of headphones after they was placed on the HATS. Before

each measurement, it was made sure that the overall inten-

sity level reaching the in-ear microphones when the head-

phone was not mounted on the head was 80 dB SPL. Every

measurement was carried out twice with headphones reposi-

tioned in between. These measurements were repeated with

the white noise and the two speech-weighted stimuli.

5. Analysis

The data and analysis scripts are publicly accessible.3

All further analyses were done in R (R Core Team, 2018)

and focused on frequency bands ranging from 100 Hz to

8 kHz, which include the frequencies most relevant for

speech. The power spectra were expressed in dBA. In order

to calculate the attenuation in each frequency band, the

intensity in the corresponding frequency band in the baseline

measurement without headphones was subtracted from the

intensity in the measurements with headphones. This was

done for both headphones measurements after which the

results were averaged.

In order to quantitatively compare frequency responses to

each other, two metrics were used: spectral flatness and the

average root-mean-square error (RMSE; Breebaart, 2017).

Spectral flatness was quantified as the dB-scaled ratio between

the geometric and arithmetic mean of the power spectrum

(Johnston, 1988)

TABLE II. Attenuation of headphones/ear muffs used in experiment 1.

Name Type

Attenuation

(according to

manufacturer)

Peltor X5A Hearing protection 37 dB

BeyerDynamic DT 770 Pro Closed-back circumaural 18 dBA

Sennheiser HD 280 Pro Closed-back circumaural up to 32 dB

Vic Firth SIH1 Closed-back circumaural 24 dB

Etymotic ER-3C Insert earphones over 30 dB

Custom-built number 1 Closed-back circumaural —

Custom-built number 2 Closed-back circumaural —

Custom-built number 3 Closed-back circumaural —
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where N is the number of frequency bands, and x(n) the

power in frequency band n. The spectral flatness measure

has been used to quantify how flat (or noise-like) a spectrum

is. It is bounded between �1 and 0. Given white noise as

an input signal, a higher spectral flatness score would there-

fore indicate a frequency response that is closer to the input

signal. Only with a perfectly flat spectrum is the geometric

mean equal to the arithmetic mean and, thus, the spectral

flatness score 0. Furthermore, frequency responses can be

compared to each other by looking at the RMSE between

two frequency responses. The RMSE was calculated as

follows:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN

n¼1

x1 nð Þ � x2ðnÞ
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;

vuut

where xi(n) indicates the power at frequency band n for

headphones i. Both the correlation coefficient and RMSE

value were calculated for each possible pair of headphones

and averaged per headphone. The resulting average values

indicate how well a pair of headphones’ frequency response

compares on average to all the other pairs of headphones. A

low value indicates that the frequency response of the head-

phones is very similar to the other headphones’ frequency

responses.

B. Results

Figure 1 shows the PSA over the frequency range

100–8000 Hz for each pair of headphones for both the left

and right ears. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the PSA varies

across the frequency spectrum as well as the headphones.

Note that the Etymotic ER insert earphones (Elk Grove

Village, IL) seem to be the most attenuating below 300 Hz

and above 3000 Hz, while the hearing protection ear muffs

are the most attenuating between 300 and 1600 Hz. The dif-

ferent shape of the ER attenuation spectrum compared to the

other headphones could be due to the fact that these are the

only insert earphones compared to the other (circumaural)

headphones, possibly leading to different in-ear resonance

frequencies. The fact that we used the HATS’ pinna models

for the ER measurements but not for the circumaural head-

phones measurements could be an additional contributing

factor. However, for measurements conducted without head-

phones, the addition of the pinnae models only led to a

slight amplitude increase between 2000 and 5000 Hz, sug-

gesting that the pinnae were not a major contributing factor

to the spectral differences observed between the ER and the

other headphones.

Figure 2 shows the same data, this time averaged across

the frequency range, which allows for an overall measure of

PSA in speech-relevant frequencies. It can be seen from both

Figs. 1 and 2 that PSA varies across headphones from the

pair of BeyerDynamic (Heilbronn, Germany) and Sennheiser

headphones (Wedemark, Germany) with relatively low

attenuation to the most attenuation in the hearing protection

ear muffs (Peltor X5A, 3M, Maplewood, MN) and the

Etymotic ER insert earphones. These values do not precisely

correspond to the values provided by the manufacturers as

FIG. 1. (Color online) The measured PSA over the frequency spectrum of 100–8000 Hz for both left and right ears.
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shown in Table II. A comparison between headphones based

on the manufacturer-provided values is difficult, as manufac-

turers do not disclose how they arrived at these values, and

different manufacturers may use different measuring

methodologies.

In order to make sure that any headphone-specific dif-

ferences in PSA are not confounded with headphone-specific

frequency response characteristics, the frequency spectrum

was quantified for each pair of headphones. First, the spec-

tral flatness of the frequency response to white noise input

was quantified for each pair of headphones, shown in Fig. 3.

Judging from Fig. 3, there is a clear difference in spectral

flatness between the Vic Firth headphones (Avedis Zildjian

Company, Norwell, MA) and the other headphones. In

addition, we see a smaller difference for the left channel

between the custom-built pair of headphones number 1 and

the other custom-built pair of headphones.

A second way to evaluate the differences between

headphones’ frequency responses is to quantify the aver-

age RMSE between a headphones’ frequency response and

the response of every other pair of headphones. This was

done for the frequency response to a white noise input

signal, as well as for responses to male (ICRA4) and

female (ICRA5) speech-weighted noises, shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 suggests that the Etymotic ER, the custom-built

headphones number 1, and the Vic Firth headphones show

a frequency response which is considerably different from

the other headphones.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Average sound attenuation for each pair of head-

phones, averaged across the 100–8000 Hz frequency range.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Spectral flatness of the headphones’ frequency

response to a white noise (WN) input signal.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Average RMSE of every headphones’ frequency response.
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C. Discussion

Overall, it can be concluded that the pairs of headphones

tested in experiment 1 show variable PSA. The BeyerDynamic

and Sennheiser headphones show the least sound attenuation,

while the Etymotic insert earphones show the highest sound

attenuation. The custom-built headphones show medium

sound attenuation, approaching the values of hearing protec-

tion ear muffs. It should be noted that the high sound attenua-

tion in the Etymotic insert earphones is visible especially for

low (<300 Hz) and higher (>3000 Hz) frequencies. This is

interesting in light of the evidence that in speech perception

important phonetic cues are conveyed between 100 and about

2000 Hz (Epstein et al., 1968; Warren et al., 1995), although

higher frequencies also convey speech-relevant information

(e.g., for the perception of sibilants). So this result shows that

in the ER earphones, attenuation is especially strong in fre-

quencies that are less relevant for many speech sounds.

In order to maximize the range of PSA while limiting the

number of headphones used, three pairs of headphones span-

ning the attenuation scale were selected for use in experiment

2: the BeyerDynamic headphones, a pair of custom-built

headphones (number 3), and the Etymotic ER insert ear-

phones. The BeyerDynamic are the least sound-attenuating,

the custom-built headphones offer intermediate attenuation,

and the ER offer the most sound attenuation. This will allow

us to interpret differences between headphones in experiment

2 as a function of PSA. Both the BeyerDynamic headphones

and Etymotic insert earphones have been used for AAF

research in the past (see Table I). It should be noted that the

Etymotic ER insert earphones are somewhat different from

the other two, both in type (insert earphones vs circumaural

headphones) as well as in the measured frequency responses

(Fig. 4). The different frequency response for the ER could

affect both the air-conducted auditory feedback, as well as

the relative contributions of air-conducted and bone-conducted

feedback to the overall auditory feedback, as these differ

across the frequency range (P€orschmann, 2000). This suggests

we should take caution interpreting differences between condi-

tions with ER earphones and the other two pairs of headphones

in experiment 2 as being solely due to PSA.

Finally, experiment 1 shows that the construction of

custom-built headphones by placing Sennheiser headphones

speakers into Peltor X5A hearing protection ear muffs was

successful, especially for pairs numbers 2 and 3. They

showed PSA that was not far from the attenuation measured

for the Peltor X5A ear muffs, and their frequency response

measures were similar to the frequency response of the

Sennheiser headphones from which they were constructed.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

In order to investigate whether PSA has an effect on speak-

ers’ behaviour in a feedback perturbation experiment, three

pairs of headphones were selected based on their sound attenua-

tion properties as measured in experiment 1. Participants took

part in a pitch perturbation experiment with three blocks, one

for each pair of headphones. If responses to pitch perturbations

depend on a comparison between the manipulated feedback and

an internal target representation, increased sound attenuation

should lead to stronger opposing responses (compared to

weaker sound attenuation). If, on the other hand, responses

depend on a comparison between two simultaneous auditory

signals, increased sound attenuation should lead to smaller

responses and/or more opposing responses.

A. Method

1. Participants

Forty-nine native speakers of Dutch participated in the

experiment in exchange for course credit. All participants

were students at Ghent University (41 female and 8 male,

mean age¼ 19.4 yr). None of them had any history of

speech, hearing, or language impairments. The study was

approved by the ethics committee of the Ghent University

faculty of psychology and educational sciences.

2. Procedure

Participants were fitted with a pair of headphones and a

head-mounted microphone. On each trial, the appearance of

the letters “EE” (pronounced in Dutch as [e]) on a laptop

screen provided a signal for participants to start vocalizing

the vowel [e] and to hold the vowel until the letters disap-

peared after 4 s. Participants were instructed to try to keep

the volume, pitch, and articulation of the vowel constant.

During vocalization, participants received auditory feedback

via the headphones. During each vocalization, pitch was

shifted for 200 ms by �25 cents, þ25 cents, �100 cents,

þ100 cents, or 0 cents. This happened three times during

every vocalization. The addition of 0 cents shifts (null shifts)

has two advantages. First, they allowed us to represent

responses to pitch shifts, not just as deviations from a pre-

shift baseline pitch as in previous studies (Bauer and Larson,

2003; Larson et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2012; Liu and Larson,

2007), but also as deviations from “responses” to a null

shifts. In this way, a constant pitch drift common to pitch

contours in all conditions cannot affect estimations of

response direction and magnitude. Second, the presence of

null shifts means it was not predictable for participants how

many pitch shifts would occur within one vocalization, con-

sequently avoiding any anticipation effects. The shifts were

separated from each other and from speech onset by a jit-

tered interval of 600–800 ms. The pitch shifts were random-

ized within each experimental block in such a way that each

set of two consecutive trials contained all four shifts and two

null shifts. An experimental block consisted of 80 trials and,

thus, of 240 shifts, including 40 shifts of each perturbation

type as well as 80 null shifts. Before each block, participants

produced ten practice vocalizations to get acquainted

with the task, and the sound of their voice played via the

headphones. After each experimental block, participants got

a short break during which they changed the headphones.

The order of headphones was counterbalanced across all

participants.

3. Equipment

Three pairs of headphones were used: the BeyerDynamic

DT 770 Pro (hereafter, BD), the custom-built headphones (pair
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number 3, hereafter CB), and the Etymotic ER-3C insert ear-

phones (hereafter, the ER). Speech was recorded with a head-

mounted microphone (DPA 4088-B) positioned at about 2 cm

from the participant’s mouth. The microphone was connected to

a Xenyx 802 audio mixer (Behringer, Willich, Germany), which

sent the signal to an Eventide Eclipse multi-effects processor

(Little Ferry, NJ), which generated the pitch manipulations. The

pitch manipulations were controlled via Musical Instrument

Digital Interface (MIDI) by a custom PureData (Puckette, 1996)

program written by M.K.F. The output signal from the multi-

effects processor was sent, via a different channel on the Xenyx

802 audio mixer, to an Aphex HeadPod 4 headphones amplifier

(Long Beach, CA), which connected to the headphones. At the

same time, both the microphone signal and manipulated audio

signal were sent to a MicroBook IIc audio interface (MOTU,

Cambridge, MA) connected to the laptop in order to store them

for offline analysis. All signals were stored at a 44.1 kHz sam-

pling rate.

In accordance with previous studies, the volume of the

auditory feedback was set 10 dB above the signal picked up by

the microphone (Behroozmand et al., 2014; Hawco et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2011). Any volume differences between head-

phones were compensated for by adjusting the output gain on

the Eclipse Eventide processor (Little Ferry, NJ). The output

gain values used were �16 dB, �5 dB, and �1 dB for the CB,

ER, and BD, respectively. These were determined beforehand

during a session in which the output volume of each head-

phone pair was measured with an oscilloscope. The output

gain on the Eclipse Eventide processor was adjusted such that

all headphones would show a 10 dB increase compared to the

input volume at the microphone. The delay between micro-

phone input and the auditory feedback output was, on average,

14.3 ms (standard deviation, SD¼ 5.3 ms).

4. Analysis

All data and analysis scripts are publicly available.3 The

data from three participants were not further analysed,

because the ER insert earphones did not fit well, and so

could have led to a different feedback volume compared to

the other headphones. For one of these three participants, the

ER earphones fell out during the experiment. The other two

participants reported after the experiment that they felt like

the earphones were about to fall out, and had difficulty fitting

the earphones before the experiment. For the remaining par-

ticipants, sometimes vocalization was too soft or initially too

soft to trigger the pitch shifts in time. This sometimes led to

mistiming of the pitch shifts. As long as the pitch shifts were

applied during vocalization with ample time of vocalization

around (200 ms before and 700 ms after shift onset), the data

were included in the analysis.

A pitch estimation algorithm based on autocorrelation in

Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2017) was used to estimate pitch

in Hertz in every vocalization with a 1 ms resolution. The

resulting pitch contours were exported to MATLAB (R2016b,

MathWorks, Natick, MA). From every perturbation’s pitch

contour (including null perturbations), epochs were extracted

from 200 ms proceeding to 700 ms following the perturbation

onset. Pitch was converted to the cents scale as follows:

pitchcents ¼ 1200 log2

pitchHz

baselineHz

� �
:

Here, baselineHz is the mean pitch in Hertz over the

100 ms preceding the perturbation onset. The pitch contours

for all epochs were visually inspected for pitch estimation

errors. As a result of visual inspection, epochs with sharp dis-

continuities or unusually high variability were discarded.

Epochs where more than 10% of the pitch contour was unde-

fined (due to a pitch estimation failure) were discarded as well.

On average, about 77.3 epochs (i.e., about 10.7% of the maxi-

mum of 720 epochs) were discarded per participant. This

includes epochs that displayed pitch tracking errors as well as

epochs containing a mistimed pitch shift. The maximal num-

ber of epochs discarded for a single participant was 264 with

only 4 participants having more than 200 discarded epochs.

Undefined stretches in the remaining epochs’ pitch contours

were linearly interpolated from neighbouring samples.

For each participant, headphones, and perturbation con-

dition, the average pitch response contour was calculated by

averaging across epochs as in previous studies with this par-

adigm (Bauer and Larson, 2003; Larson et al., 2007; Liu

et al., 2012; Liu and Larson, 2007). For each participant,

only conditions (i.e., a specific headphones by perturbation

combination) in which there were at least 20 epochs were

included in further analysis. This resulted in the rejection of

the data of two additional participants (they each had no con-

dition with over 20 epochs for 2 of the 3 headphones) as

well as the rejection of data for 3 conditions in 1 participant

and 1 condition in another. The resulting 656 average pitch

contours were derived from, on average, 35.2 epochs (rang-

ing from 20 to 40 out of maximally 40) in the non-null

perturbation conditions and from 70.2 epochs (ranging from

33 to 80 out of maximally 80) for the null perturbation con-

ditions. To ensure that response magnitude estimations were

not affected by gradual drifts, difference contours were cal-

culated for each participant by subtracting the average for

the null perturbation from the average of the corresponding

non-null perturbations. The sign of the difference contours

for the upward perturbations was flipped such that positive

values indicate opposing responses while negative values

indicate following responses.

For every pair of headphones and perturbation condi-

tion, the compensation response magnitude was estimated as

the maximal value after 60 ms after the perturbation onset.

In addition, we used a response classification method to

classify every single epoch as containing either an opposing

or a following response. The epochs were classified based on

the slope of the pitch contour over the time window of

60–260 ms after perturbation onset (Franken et al., 2018a).

As 60 ms is considered the minimal time that is necessary to

respond to a pitch shift (Chen et al., 2007; Larson et al., 2001),

this is presumably the window containing possible responses

to the pitch shift onset but not (yet) responses to the pitch shift

offset. If the slope was positive, the response was labelled as

an upward response (i.e., an opposing response for downward

perturbations and a following response for upward perturba-

tions). The response classification was run on the different
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pitch contours in order to avoid a bias due to an overall pitch

drift that is unrelated to the specific condition’s pitch

perturbation.

5. Statistical inference

In order to assess whether pitch shifts led to a general

response, each condition’s response contour was compared to

the response contour for the null shift with the same head-

phones. This comparison was carried out using a cluster-based

permutation test (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). For every con-

dition, a t-value was calculated at each time sample, and neigh-

bouring time points that exceeded a value corresponding to an

uncorrected p-value of 0.05 were clustered. The summed t-
value was calculated per cluster, and the largest sum was used

as the statistic of interest. The same was done after permuting

condition labels randomly, arriving at a permutation distribu-

tion against which the original statistic value was tested.

All further statistical tests were carried out in R (R Core

Team, 2018). Response magnitudes were entered in linear

mixed effects models with headphone type, perturbation

magnitude, and perturbation direction as fixed effects (main

effects and all pairwise interactions as well as a three-way

interaction) and random intercepts across subjects. The

factor headphone type was dummy-coded with the BD as

the reference level, while the perturbation direction and the

perturbation magnitude were contrast coded. If model

convergence allowed it, random slopes across subjects for

headphone type, perturbation magnitude, and perturbation

direction were added as well (but no random slopes for

interaction effects). Reported p-values are calculated using

Satterthwaite’s methods for estimating degrees of freedom.

The omnibus results shown are a type-III table of variance

calculated using the anova( ) function in R, while the pair-

wise comparisons are calculated using the “emmeans” pack-

age, with Tukey-adjusted p-values if appropriate.

The response classification results as either opposing or

following responses were entered in a logistic mixed effects

model. Reported p-values were calculated using the Laplace

approximation. Omnibus results were derived from type-III

Wald v2-tests from the “Anova( )” function in the “car”

package (Fox and Weisberg, 2019), while pairwise compari-

sons were calculated with the emmeans package (Lenth,

2019) as before. All mixed effects modelling was performed

using the R packages “lme4” (Bates et al., 2015) and

“lmerTest” (Kuznetsova et al., 2016).

B. Results

Figure 5 shows the grand average pitch compensation

responses as a function of headphone type, perturbation

direction, and perturbation magnitude. These responses

show the difference between responses in each condition and

the response to a null shift with the same headphones. As

expected, in all conditions the grand average pitch contour

shows a compensatory response, which starts around 100 ms

after the perturbation onset and peaks around 250 ms after

the perturbation onset. At first sight, there seems to be little

FIG. 5. (Color online) Grand average pitch compensation contours as a function of headphones, perturbation magnitude, and perturbation direction. These con-

tours reflect the difference between the response in each condition and the response to a null shift with the same headphones. The top row displays responses

to perturbation with an absolute magnitude of 25 cents, and the bottom row displays responses to perturbations with an absolute magnitude of 100 cents. The

left column shows responses to downward pitch shifts (i.e., pitch decreases), while the right column shows responses to upward pitch shifts. The signs of the

responses to upward pitch shifts were flipped, so positive values indicate an opposing response. Shaded areas around the contours indicate the standard error

of the mean. The vertical black lines indicate the perturbation onset.
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difference between the responses to the different head-

phones. Cluster-based permutation tests revealed that for

each condition, the response contour differed from the corre-

sponding pitch contour for a null pitch shift (Table III).

1. Response magnitude

The results of a linear mixed effects model of the

response magnitude estimates, reported in Table IV, indicate

a significant effect of perturbation magnitude, showing that

responses to 100 cents perturbations were larger than to 25

cents perturbations [contrast¼ 8.36, standard error

(SE)¼ 0.67, t(451)¼ 12.46, p< 0.001]. Contrary to our

expectations, the response magnitude did not vary as a func-

tion of headphone type. This suggests that the amount of

PSA associated with the different headphones did not affect

response magnitude. Response magnitude was also not

affected by perturbation direction, or any of the two-way or

three-way interactions between the three factors. The results

are visualized in Fig. 6.

In a second analysis, the response magnitude was

also quantified using only the epochs classified as having

opposing responses. Again, only the perturbation magni-

tude affected response magnitude [contrast¼ 7.45,

t(412)¼ 11.31, p< 0.001]. None of the other main effects

or interactions yielded significant results.

2. Proportion of opposing responses

Next, epochs were classified as containing either an

opposing or a following response. Out of a total of 19 857

analysed epochs across all participants and conditions (the

null shift excluded), 13 377 (about 67%) were classified as

opposing and 6480 were classified as following. The proba-

bility of an opposing response (“opposing probability”) was

modelled as a function of the perturbation magnitude, pertur-

bation direction, and type of headphones in a logistic mixed

effects model. The results are visualized in Fig. 7, and the

omnibus effects are shown in Table V. The results suggest a

main effect of headphones [v2(2)¼ 7.39, p¼ 0.025], a main

effect of perturbation magnitude [v2(1)¼ 35.45, p< 0.001],

a marginally significant main effect of perturbation direction

[v2(1)¼ 3.12, p¼ 0.077], as well as significant two-way

TABLE III. Results of the clustered based permutation tests. The reported

condition is compared to the corresponding null shift condition in each case.

Along with the p-value, the onset time of the largest cluster responsible for

the statistical difference is shown.

Headphones Pitch shift (cents) Onset largest cluster (ms) p

BD 25 101 <0.001

BD �25 206 0.018

BD 100 108 <0.001

BD �100 129 <0.001

ER 25 162 <0.001

ER �25 152 0.022

ER 100 119 <0.001

ER �100 135 0.0012

CB 25 130 <0.001

CB �25 159 0.0028

CB 100 97 <0.001

CB �100 152 <0.001

TABLE IV. Omnibus fixed effects on the overall response magnitude. The

factors pertMag and pertDir refer to perturbation magnitude and perturba-

tion direction, respectively. Colons indicate interaction terms (e.g.,

headphones:pertMag refers to the two-way interaction between headphone

type and perturbation magnitude). SS refers to Sum of Squares, df to degrees

of freedom. bold font and * refer to significance at the 0.05 alpha level.

SS df F p

Headphones 117.26 2, 451 1.03 0.36

pertMag 8797.00 1, 451 155.13 <0.001*

pertDir 2.93 1, 451 0.052 0.82

Headphones:pertMag 23.66 2, 451 0.21 0.81

Headphones:pertDir 31.04 2, 451 0.27 0.76

pertMag:pertDir 4.54 1, 451 0.080 0.78

Headphones:pertMag:pertDir 39.75 2, 451 0.35 0.70

FIG. 6. Response magnitude as a function of perturbation magnitude, pertur-

bation direction, and headphones. In grey, the data for individual subjects

are plotted. In black, the fitted values from the mixed effects model are plot-

ted. The error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

FIG. 7. (Color online) The probability of opposing responses as a function

of perturbation magnitude, perturbation direction, and headphones. The

error bars reflect the 95% confidence intervals of the model’s fixed effect

estimates.
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interactions between these factors. Closer examination of the

interaction between headphone type and perturbation magni-

tude suggested that for 25 cents perturbations, the ER led to

a lower opposing probability compared to the BD [estimate

(est.)¼ 0.18, z¼ 2.49, p¼ 0.034] as well as compared to the

CB (est.¼ 0.23, z¼ 2.84, p¼ 0.013). For the 100 cents per-

turbations, there were no significant pairwise contrasts. A

similar pattern is visible for the interaction between head-

phone type and perturbation direction. For downward pertur-

bations, the ER show a lower opposing probability compared

to CB (est.¼ 0.24, z¼ 3.01, p¼ 0.0074) and a trend toward

a lower opposing probability when compared to BD (est.

¼ 0.17, z¼ 2.21, p¼ 0.070). For upward perturbations, there

are no significant contrasts, although there is a trend of BD

showing higher opposing probability compared to either CB

(est.¼ 0.18, z¼ 2.23, p¼ 0.066) or ER (est.¼ 0.18, z¼ 2.32,

p¼ 0.053).

In addition, the effect of perturbation magnitude inter-

acted with perturbation direction, suggesting that the differ-

ence in probability of opposing responses for 25 cents and

100 cents perturbation was larger for upward (est.¼ 0.58,

z¼ 7.29, p< 0.001) than for downward perturbations

(est.¼ 0.28, z¼ 3.50, p< 0.001). The three-way interaction

between headphone type, perturbation magnitude, and per-

turbation direction was not significant.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The current study investigated speakers’ responses to

pitch perturbations with three different headphones varying

in the amount of PSA. Our main research question was

whether there are sound attenuation-related differences in

the responses to pitch shifts. If responses to pitch shifts are

driven by a comparison between an internal pitch target and

perceived auditory feedback, increased PSA would make the

discrepancy between target and feedback more salient, lead-

ing to larger responses for more attenuating headphones

(like ER). On the other hand, if responses are driven by a

comparison between the manipulated signal and original

feedback leaking through the headphones, increased attenua-

tion would make the discrepancy less salient, and thus more

attenuating headphones should lead to smaller responses.

Similarly, if increased attenuation makes it more likely that

the manipulated feedback is considered by the speaker as

self-generated, we expect more sound attenuation to lead to

more opposing responses. In terms of response magnitudes,

there were no differences between headphones, in contrast

with our hypotheses. This null result suggests that in terms

of response magnitude, it does not matter which of the three

headphones were used.

In terms of the response type (i.e., proportion of follow-

ing vs opposing responses), the current analysis revealed no

clear overall association between sound attenuation and

response type, although there was an interaction of head-

phone type with both perturbation direction and perturbation

magnitude. This pattern of results, although not consistent,

suggests that the type of headphones does play a role in this

paradigm, although it is hard to pinpoint what role precisely.

Specific contrasts showed that response types were only

affected by headphone type in some conditions. Although

these contrasts may tentatively suggest that higher attenua-

tion (as in ER) is associated with fewer opposing responses,

this should be interpreted with caution since a number of the

examined contrasts are not strictly significant, and it is

unclear how the interactions with perturbation direction and

magnitude should be interpreted. In addition, the results of

experiment 1 suggested that the ER show a somewhat differ-

ent frequency response compared to the circumaural head-

phones, suggesting that differences that only affect the ER

without a difference between CB and BD could be driven by

either sound attenuation or the different frequency responses.

If, however, future work would corroborate a link between

more sound attenuation and less opposing responses, this

suggests that PSA affects response type but not response

magnitude. This is in contrast with our hypotheses. Previous

studies showed that response magnitude varies with pertur-

bation magnitude (Chen et al., 2007; Hawco et al., 2009; Liu

and Larson, 2007), suggesting that response magnitude can

be treated as an index of the conflict introduced by the feed-

back perturbation. While the causes of following responses

are unclear, several authors have proposed that one contrib-

uting factor may be that participants treat the feedback signal

itself as a referent (Hain et al., 2000; Patel et al., 2014)

rather than as self-generated auditory feedback. If so, the

current (tentative) results suggest that the sound attenuation

of the headphones affects the participants’ source monitoring

of the auditory signal but not the magnitude of the feedback

mismatch itself.

Why would sound attenuation affect response type but not

response magnitude? The auditory feedback in the current

study was set at 10 dBA louder than the signal picked by the

microphone, which leads to a quite loud feedback signal. In

fact, some of the participants in the current study spontaneously

noted that the feedback was very loud. Increasing the loudness

of the feedback signal, like many studies do to try and drown

out bone-conducted auditory feedback (Behroozmand et al.,
2014; Chen et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011), may create an atypi-

cal situation as speakers do not usually hear themselves so

loud. If the volume-induced unnaturalness of this feedback

signal is exacerbated by the high PSA in the ER, it could lead

participants to treat the signal as an external referent and to fol-

low the feedback. Just as very large perturbation magnitudes

are considered to lead to following because they are unlikely to

be self-generated, very high sound attenuation combined with

louder than usual auditory feedback could lead to an intrusive

TABLE V. Omnibus (type-III Wald v2 tests) results for opposing probabil-

ity. Bold font and * refer to significance at the 0.05 alpha level.

v2 df p

(Intercept) 124.50 1 <0.001*

Headphones 7.39 2 0.025*

pertMag 35.45 1 <0.001*

pertDir 3.12 1 0.077

Headphones:pertMag 7.92 2 0.019*

Headphones:pertDir 12.82 2 0.0016*

pertMag:pertDir 20.94 1 <0.001*

Headphones:pertMag:pertDir 1.08 2 0.58
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auditory signal, which is unlikely to be self-generated.

However, the weak statistical evidence in the current study, as

well as the absence of an effect on the magnitude of the (oppos-

ing) responses, shows that additional work is necessary to dis-

entangle these possibilities.

If the differences between headphones in the current

study turn out to be false positives, in line with the absence

of a clear overall association between attenuation and

response magnitude and types, this would suggest that the

differences in PSA in the current study did not play a signifi-

cant role in responses to pitch-shifted feedback, as suggested

also by the null effect for the response magnitude. This

suggests that compensatory responses across different pitch

perturbation studies should be comparable regardless of the

headphones used. Although it is possible that varying sound

attenuation could have different results if other speech fea-

tures (e.g., formant values) were manipulated, the current

result seems to be in line with a previous study perturbing

the first formant (Mitsuya and Purcell, 2016). However, we

should be cautious with this conclusion given that there are

possible alternative explanations for the absence of an effect

of sound attenuation. This result may indicate that the PSA

of all three headphones in the current study is either good

enough to make the manipulated feedback dominant over

any leaking original feedback or participants simply treat

only the loudest auditory input as their feedback signal, but

it is similarly possible that the differences in attenuation are

not large enough, and therefore non-manipulated auditory

feedback plays a similar role in all three headphones. We

speculate that this may be caused, in part, by bone-

conducted auditory feedback, which is potentially not

affected by the attenuation properties of the different head-

phones.4 Therefore, strictly speaking, the current results are

not able to distinguish between the dominant hypothesis,

suggesting that responses are dependent on a comparison

between an internal pitch representation and the manipulated

feedback, and the alternative hypothesis where responses are

dependent on the contrast between the manipulated and non-

manipulated auditory feedback.

For future studies, an interesting way to address this

issue is to mask bone-conducted auditory feedback in order

to limit its role and isolate air-conducted feedback that

would be affected by headphones’ sound attenuation. One

could attempt this by playing speech-shaped noise through

bone conduction headphones while manipulated feedback is

played through normal headphones as in the current experi-

ment. Another way forward may be to take more control over

the relative level of the normal and manipulated feedback

signals by playing both normal and manipulated feedback

through a single pair of headphones while varying the relative

levels of both signals. In most AAF experiments, it is com-

mon to amplify the auditory feedback (as in the current

study) in an attempt to make it more salient than potentially

conflicting feedback signals. An experiment that compares

different relative loudness levels of non-manipulated and

manipulated feedback would yield more insight into the role

of the relative weighting of conflicting feedback signals.

As expected, speakers in the current study show stronger

compensation responses to larger perturbations, in line with

previous studies (Chen et al., 2007; Hafke, 2008; Hawco

et al., 2009; Liu and Larson, 2007), although others have

failed to find such an effect (Burnett et al., 1998; Liu et al.,
2010b). Interestingly, some studies have shown that this rela-

tionship between perturbation magnitude and response mag-

nitude holds only for relatively small perturbations (i.e., up

to 200/250 cents) with the compensation response decreasing

again for larger responses (Behroozmand et al., 2012;

Scheerer et al., 2013) because very large perturbations are

unlikely to be considered to be self-generated by the speaker.

In addition, we find that 100 cents perturbations in the cur-

rent study led to a higher probability of opposing responses

compared to 25 cents perturbations. Although this does not

speak to the influence of leaking non-manipulated auditory

feedback, this result is in contrast with some previous studies

finding more following responses with larger magnitudes

(Burnett et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2011; Liu

et al., 2010b). It is important to note here that the perturba-

tion magnitudes used in these previous studies were larger

than in the present study: For example, most of these studies

(Liu et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2010b) found more following

responses to 200 or 500 cents perturbations compared to

smaller (50 cents and 100 cents) perturbations. As with the

findings of differences in response magnitude, based on the

findings in the current and in previous studies, we propose

that the response type (following vs opposing) may also

show an (inverted) U-shaped relationship with the perturba-

tion magnitude. On the one hand, literature suggests that

following responses occur more frequently with very large

pitch shifts (200,500 cents), which may be due to large per-

turbations being less likely to be recognized as self-produced

by the speaker, and therefore participants follow it as an

external pitch referent. This is in line with suggestions that

following responses are observed when the speaker does not

consider the presented auditory feedback signal as self-

produced speech (Hain et al., 2000; Patel et al., 2014). On

the other hand, while very small perturbations (e.g., 25 cents

in the current study) are highly likely to be self-generated,

they lead to fewer opposing responses as the shifts are less

salient compared to slightly larger shifts that are still consid-

ered to be self-generated (e.g., 100 cents). In the same vein,

a 25 cents shift leads to a smaller compensation response

than a 100 cents shift because it is less salient, while a 500

cents shift leads to a smaller response compared to 100 cents

shifts because it is no longer considered to be self-generated.

In addition, it is important to note that most of the

previous studies identified the response type (following or

opposing) at the average level: Epochs were averaged for

every condition and participant, and it was identified whether

this average response was either following or opposing.

Given that recent studies suggest that speakers generally

both oppose and follow the pitch shift even within the same

condition (Behroozmand et al., 2012; Franken et al., 2018a),

the current study classified responses at the single epoch

level. Behroozmand et al. (2012) did the same but found no

effect of perturbation magnitude on the amount of following/

opposing responses (they used perturbations of 50, 100, and

200 cents). Given the variability at the single epoch level, it

may be the case that correct response classification is harder
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for 25 cents shifts, as the response magnitudes are smaller

and therefore have a lower signal-to-noise ratio. A more pre-

cise characterization of the effect of perturbation magnitude

on the frequency of opposing and following responses

deserves further investigation.

With respect to the probability of opposing responses,

the current results showed an interaction between perturba-

tion magnitude and perturbation direction with a stronger

effect of perturbation magnitude on opposing probability in

the upward shifts compared to the downward shifts. To our

knowledge, this is the first paper reporting that the response

type may vary as a function of direction, but previous studies

have shown directionality effects on response magnitude.

The current results seem in contrast with some studies show-

ing larger responses to downward shifts compared to upward

shifts (Liu et al., 2011; Liu and Larson, 2007; Sturgeon

et al., 2015), while others have found no effect of perturba-

tion direction (Larson et al., 2001; Larson et al., 2008). In

the current study we find no effect of perturbation direction

on response magnitude, but only on opposing probability.

Instead of a directionality effect, this could also suggest an

overall bias, in our sample, for downward responses, which

would be opposing in response to upward shifts and follow-

ing in response to downward shifts. We suggest further

investigation is needed to investigate the effect of the direc-

tion on pitch response types.

Overall, the current results suggest that PSA has no

effect on response magnitudes to unexpected pitch shifts in

online auditory feedback. In addition, sound attenuation did

also not have a clear effect on the response type. While

response type may be affected by multiple factors, including

pitch fluctuations before the perturbation onset (Franken

et al., 2018a) and properties of the pitch manipulation

(Burnett et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2010b), we suggest that in

the current study it may be treated as an index of source

monitoring. In other words, response type could reflect

whether participants attribute the pitch shift to their own pro-

duction or to an external source. Although we should be cau-

tious to interpret the weak evidence in the current study, we

propose that it is important to take into account that non-

manipulated auditory feedback may not be completely

masked in pitch-shift studies. Responses to pitch-shifted

feedback are not only driven by the mismatch between an

internal speech target and the manipulated auditory signal,

but potentially also by the source attributed to the auditory

signal by the speaker. We suggest that it would be interesting

for future studies to measure both the response magnitude,

as well as the response types, at an epoch by epoch level. In

addition, we have suggested that both response magnitude

and response type show an inverted U-shaped relationship

with pitch-shift magnitude: For small perturbations, which

are likely to be treated as self-generated, larger perturbations

lead to larger responses and more opposing responses. Other

studies have suggested, in addition, that very large perturba-

tions lead to a decrease in response magnitude and an

increase in following responses. Both error-monitoring in

speech production, as well as source monitoring, are func-

tions that have been associated with auditory feedback proc-

essing previously (Hain et al., 2000; Korzyukov et al., 2017;

Subramaniam et al., 2018). In future studies, it will be

important to further investigate the interplay between these

two processes.
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